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the metatheoretic study of the system, i.e. the mannerand the order of proof of the the system's fundamen-tal properties (normalization, conuence, consistency: : : )the implementation issues, or more precisely, the pos-sibility of building an e�cient and realistic computerimplementation of the considered theory.There are several di�erent ways to describe a sys-tem of typed � calculus, like, for example, the poly-morphic �-calculus or the Calculus of Constructions.Each of these descriptions of the syntax has its ownadvantages and disadvantages, depending on what onewants to do with the system: implement it, study itsdenotational semantics or study its meta-theory, forexample. It is important to know that all these dif-ferent descriptions de�ne the same system. (That is,they all have the same set of derivable typing judge-ments.) For a system like the polymorphic �-calculus- which does not incorporate type dependency - thisquestion is easily solved. For systems with dependenttypes, like the Calculus of Constructions or Martin-L�of style type theories, the question of equivalence ofthe di�erent descriptions of the syntax is rather moresubtle. Here we sketch the situation by giving twoformulations of the collection of Pure Type Systems,the original one which we call syntactical and is bettersuited for implementation and syntactic meta-theory,and a version with a typed conversion rule which wecall semantical because it is better suited for modelconstruction and denotational semantics.We will show how to prove the equivalence betweenthe two versions of a system. The proof relies veryheavily on the conuence of reduction. It is well-known that if one restricts oneself to �-conversion,conuence holds and hence the two presentations areequivalent. However, if one considers ��-reduction(and conversion), the situation is much more subtlebecause all known proofs of conuence of �� for sys-tems with dependent types rely on the normalizationproperty. In other words, normalization has to be



proven independently, and before conuence. And thismakes the already complicated normalization proofmuch more tedious. Furthermore, for non-normalizingsystems, conuence of �� is certainly not immediateand, as we will show, may even be not true. Thislast point is important, because it indicates that inthe general case there is no combinatorial proof of theChurch-Rosser property which we could carry on in-dependently of the logical normalization property.To prove this last point, we start by showing that,if a typed �-calculus (of a certain rather general form)allows the construction of a �xed point operator, thenconuence for ��-reduction cannot hold. It is not yetknown whether one can type a �xed point operator inany Pure Type System, but we give a small and natu-ral extension of the system in which `Type' is itself atype, where a �xed point combinator can be typed. Todo so, we start by de�ning what it means to formalizeRussell's paradox in a typed �-calculus and we givea necessary condition for this formalization to yield atyping of a �xed point operator. We �nally proposea new formalization of Russell's paradox which full-�lls that condition. Hence, for the considered system,��-reduction is not conuent.2 Syntactical versus Semantical ver-sions of typed � calculiWe now describe the syntactical version of PureType Systems, as it can be found in [Barendregt 1992],[Geuvers and Nederhof 1991] and the variant with a��-conversion rule. For these systems the Church-Rosser property (for ��-reduction) has been discussedin [Geuvers 1992] (and proved for Pure Type Systemsthat are functional and normalizing.) This Church-Rosser property will play an important role in theproof of equivalence of the syntactical and the seman-tical versions of Pure type Systems. The typing rulesof a Pure Type System de�ne how to derive judge-ments of the form � ` M : A, where � is a sequenceof declarations of variables to types and M and A areterms. Usually this is done by �rst giving the set ofso called pseudoterms over a speci�c base set, fromwhich the typing rules then select the typable (or le-gal) terms. For S some set, the set of pseudotermsover S, T, is de�ned byT ::= S jVar j (�Var:T:T) j (�Var:T:T) jTT;where Var is a countable set of expressions, called vari-ables. (The dependency of T on S is usually left im-plicit.) Both � and � bind variables and hence we havethe usual notions of free variable and bound variable.On T we have the usual notions of �-reduction (�!�)and �-reduction (�!�). We adopt from the untyped� calculus the conventions of denoting the transitivereexive closure of�!� by�� and the transitive sym-metric closure of�� by =� (and similar for �!� and�!����!� [ �!�).De�nition 2.1 A Pure Type System with ��-conversion (PTS��) is given by a set S, a set A �S � S and a set R � S � S � S. The PTS that is

given by S, A and R is denoted by ���(S;A;R) andis the typed lambda calculus with the following deduc-tion rules.(sort) ` s1 : s2 if (s1; s2) 2 A(var) � ` A : s�; x:A ` x : A(weak) � ` A : s � `M : C�; x:A `M : C(�) � ` A : s1 �; x:A ` B : s2� ` �x:A:B : s3 (s1; s2; s3) 2 R(�) �; x:A `M : B � ` �x:A:B : s� ` �x:A:M : �x:A:B(app) � `M : �x:A:B � ` N : A� `MN : B[N=x](conv��)� `M : A � ` B : s� `M : B A =�� BIn the rules (var) and (weak) it is always assumedthat the newly declared variable is fresh, that is, ithas not yet been declared in �. If s2 � s3 in a triple(s1; s2; s3) 2 R, we write (s1; s2) 2 R. The equalityin the conversion rule (conv��) is the ��-equality onthe set of pseudoterms T.The elements of S are called sorts, the elements of A(usually written as s1 : s2) are called axioms and theelements of R are called rules.A Pure Type System with �-conversion (PTS�) isalso given by a triple (S;A;R), now denoted by��(S;A;R). The only di�erence with a PTS�� is thata PTS� has a �-conversion rule:(conv�) � `M : A � ` B : s� `M : B A =� BIn [Geuvers 1993] a lot of meta-theoretic propertiesare proved for these PTS��s; in particular:Proposition 2.2 (Subject Reduction for �, SR�)If � `M : A and M �� M 0 then � `M 0 : A.An important subclass of all PTSs is the class offunctional ones.De�nition 2.3 A PTS �(S;A;R) is functional if therelation A is a function from S to S and the relationR is a function from S �S to S. (That is, if s : s0, s :s00 2 A, then s0 � s00 and if (s1; s2; s3); (s1; s2; s03) 2 Rthen s3 � s03.)De�nition 2.4 (Strengthening)We say that strengthening holds for a PTS��, if when�1; x:A;�2 ` M : B and x =2 FV(�2;M;B), then�1;�2 `M : B.



The meta-theory for PTS��s is not yet understoodin its full generality. For example, it is not clearwhether strengthening and its consequence, subject re-duction for �, hold for all these systems. However thefollowing condition is su�cient for proving these prop-erties for most well-known systems:De�nition 2.5 A PTS�� satis�es ��-preservation ofsorts if � ` A : s, � ` B : s0 and A =�� B togetherimply that s � s0:Proposition 2.6 (Subject Reduction for �, SR�)For a PTS��s verifying 2.5, if � ` M : A andM �� M 0 then � `M 0 : A.It can easily be shown that all systems of Baren-dregt's cube, including the Calculus of Constructions,more generally all functional normalizingPTSs, as wellas the non-normalizing systems �U�; �U and �� ver-ify 2.5 and thus subject reduction. As already pointedout, the main di�culty is the Church-Rosser propertywhich, up to now, can only be proven for normalizingsystems [Geuvers 1992]:Theorem 2.7 (Church-Rosser for ��) In a func-tional and normalizing PTS�� , if � ` M;N : A andM =�� N , then 9P [M ��� P; N ��� P ]: (By sub-ject reduction, this P is then also of type A in �.)It should be clear that Church-Rosser is a very de-sirable property for a PTS�� . As a matter of fact,Church-Rosser together with subject reduction implythat the system in itself is sound:De�nition 2.8 A PTS�� is sound if the followingholds. If � ` A;B : s and A =�� B, then there isa ��-expansion/reduction path from A to B that re-mains inside the set of typable terms�.In a sense, soundness of a PTS�� says that, al-though the system was de�ned by making use of theset of pseudoterms, the pseudoterms that are not ty-pable do not play an essential role in the system. Ofcourse, this is what we want: the set T was just intro-duced for obtaining a rather smooth de�nition of thesystem, but we really do not want to attach any mean-ing to the pseudoterms that are not typable. Thisalso implies that one might construct a denotationalsemantics for the system, without having to give an in-terpretation for those terms that are not typable. Notehowever that normalization proofs are much easier ifone can disposes of the soundness condition in the �rstplace.For the reasons mentioned above, and becausesoundness basically says that the relation =�� can beread as a typed equality, it is very tempting to imposesoundness in the de�nition of the system. This leadsus to the semantical version of PTSs:�A ��-expansion/reduction path from A to B is a sequenceof terms C0 ;C2; : : : ; Cn such that C0 � A, Cn � B and 8i <n[Ci �!�� Ci+1 _ Ci+1 �!�� Ci].

De�nition 2.9 The semantical version of a PTS�(S;A;R)) has the following typing rules. First wehave the rules (sort), (weak), (var), (�), (�), and(app) as for ordinary PTSs. (To denote that we arein a semantical version we write =̀ in the rules.) Theconversion rule is a typed one:(conv=��) � =̀ M : A � =̀ A = B : s� =̀ M : BThe judgement � =̀ A = B : s is generated by therules(�) � =̀ �x:A:M : �x:C:D � =̀ N : C� =̀ (�x:A:M )N = M [N=x] : D[N=x](�) � =̀ �y:A:My : B� =̀ �y:A:My = M : B if y =2 FV(M ):There are rules (re), (sym) and (trans) to make it anequivalence relation and furthermore there are rules(�=), (�=) and (app=) to make the equality com-patible with abstraction and application. Finally, therules (weak=) and (conv=) make the equality relationis closed under extensions of the context and replac-ing the type by an equal type. We give some of theserules as illustration. (For the rule (�=), assume that(s1; s2; s3) 2 R.)(re) � =̀ M : A� =̀ M = M : A(�=) � =̀ A = A0 : s1 �; x:A =̀ B = B0 : s2� =̀ �x:A:B = �x:A0:B0 : s3(app=) � =̀ M = M 0 : �x:A:B � =̀ N = N 0 : A� =̀ MN = M 0N 0 : B[N=x](conv=) � =̀ M = M 0 : A � =̀ A = B : s� =̀ M =M 0 : BThe main problem with these systems, is that itseems much more di�cult to prove some very ba-sic properties, especially subject-reduction. Moreprecisely, there is no known combinatorial proof ofsubject-reduction (especially for �). This last propertyis quite important in the case of an implementation,when we need an e�cient algorithm for type-checking.We �rst describe one method, which is to prove theequivalence with the syntactical version after havingdone the meta-theory of the latter. We discuss alter-natives at the end of this section.The main equivalence result is:Theorem 2.10 For S a PTS�� for which strengthen-ing and Church-Rosser hold,� `M : A� ` N : AM =�� N )() ( � `= M : A� `= N : A� `= M = N : A:



It is this result which validates for example themodel construction made by Streicher [Streicher 1991,Hofmann and Streicher] for the Calculus of Construc-tions. The proof, even if not too surprising is nottotally trivial, and relatively long. Therefore we onlygive an outline of the proof and omit most of the de-tails.The proof of the implication from right to left isstraightforward by proving the following lemma.Lemma 2.11 If strengthening holds for a PTS��,then � =̀ M : A =) � `M : A;� =̀ M = N : A =) � `M;N : A & M =�� N:Proof Note that if � =̀ M = N : A, then M =�� N(as pseudoterms). Furthermore, if �1; x:B;�2 ` N : Cand �1 ` B0 : s with B =�� B0, then �1; x:B0;�2 `N : C. The proof is now by simultaneous inductionon the derivation. (Strengthening is only needed toprove the soundness of the (�)-rule, especially to showthat, if � ` �y:A:My : B, then � `M : B.) 2A proof of the implication from left to right inTheorem 2.10 amounts to constructing a proof of� `= M = N : A from the equality M =�� N , usingthe fact that M and N are typable. This means thatone has to �nd a path fromM to N which remains in-side the typable terms. It should be clear that subjectreduction and conuence for the syntactical versionare essential properties for this proof. Therefore, wecan only show the equivalence for Pure Type Systemsfor which strengthening (and hence subject reductionfor �) and conuence for �� hold.To prove the equivalence of S and S= we introducea slightly di�erent version of S, which is better suitedto show the inclusion of S in S=.De�nition 2.12 For S a PTS�� , the system S+ isde�ned by replacing the (app)-rule by the restrictedapplication rule (app+) and the (conv��)-rule by theone-step-conversion rule (1-conv��). These two rulesare as follows.(app+) � `+ M : �x:A:B � `+ N :A � `+ B[N=x]:s� `+ MN : B[N=x](1-conv��)� `+ M : A � `+ B : s� `+ M : B A 1=�� Bwhere A 1=�� B stands for one-step-conversion, thatis, A �!�� B or B �!�� A.It is not di�cult to see that the restricted appli-cation rule does not really put any restriction on thesystem. (If � ` �x:A:B : s and � ` N : A, thenB[N=x] is always a typable term.) It is mainly thereto take care that for every derivation of � ` M : Athere is a shorter derivation of � ` A : s for somesort s, if A is not itself a sort. We state this lemmaexplicitly. (The proof is by induction on derivations.)

Sublemma 2.13 Suppose A =2 S. If there is a deriva-tion of � `+ M : A of length k, then there is a deriva-tion of � `+ A : s of length � k for some s 2 S.The one-step-conversion rule can be a real restric-tion if CR�� is not true in the system. (In S+, twotypes have the same inhabitants only if they are equalvia a path through the typable terms.) We shall there-fore assume in the following that CR�� holds for thesystem that we are considering.Lemma 2.14 If S is a PTS�� for which strengtheningholds and CR��, then� `M : A() � `+ M : A:Proof Both implications are by induction on thederivation. The implication from right to left isstraightforward. The implication from left to rightreally uses the fact that S j= CR�� and that subjectreduction holds for �- and �-reduction. (SR� followsfrom strengthening. See [Geuvers 1993] for details.)2 Now, if we prove that S+ is a subsystem of S= weare done. This is the most di�cult part of the proof ofequivalence of S and S= (Theorem 2.10). To give theproof we need the notion of simultaneous reduction,denoted by ))��.De�nition 2.15 Simultaneous ��-reduction, ))�� , isde�ned on the set of pseudoterms T by x))�� x, and ifM ))�� M 0, N ))�� N 0 and A))�� A, then MN ))��M 0N 0, �x:A:M ))�� �x:A0:M 0 and (�x:A:M )N ))��M 0[N 0=x].We have the following (expected) properties for asimultaneous reduction:If M ))�� N; then M ��� N;If M �!�� N; then M ))�� N:The simultaneous reduction ))�� immediately ex-tends to simultaneous reduction on contexts by lettingx1:A1; : : : ; xn:An ))�� x1:A01; : : : ; xn:A0n if Ai ))�� A0ifor all i � n.Lemma 2.16 For S a PTS�� for which strengtheningholds, � `+ M : A�))�� �0M ))�� N ) =) ( �0 =̀ M : A�0 =̀ N : A�0 =̀ M = N : A:Proof The proof is by induction on the length of aderivation of � `+ M : A, using Sublemma 2.13. 2This completes the proof of Theorem 2.10.As mentioned above, the direct study of se-mantical systems is less well understood. Al-tenkirch [Altenkirch 1993] proves decidability of typ-ing for a semantical Calculus of Constructions, but



because he gives no proof of SR�, the resulting al-gorithm has to check the correctness of each reduc-tion to the detriment of e�ciency2. This mightlso be problematic for justifying proof-search algo-rithms, like [Dowek 1993a]. Another possibility is theapproach of [Coquand 1991], where the reducibilitymethod is used not only for proving normalization,but also SR�, which allows the derivation of an e�-cient type-checking algorithm; the counter-part is thatthe reducibility proof is more complicated. In thiscase, subject-reduction becomes a logical property. Itwould be interesting to apply this method to a morecomplex system like the Calculus of Constructions.3 Fixed point operator and Conuencefor ��It is not at all obvious that all PTSs (the syn-tactical versions) satisfy conuence for ��. If oneconsiders �-reduction only, the problem of conuenceis relatively easy, because we have conuence for �-reduction on the pseudoterms (the set T), that is forall M;N;P 2 T, if M �� N and M �� P , thenthere is a Q such that N �� Q and P �� Q. Then,by subject reduction for � (saying that, if � ` M : Aand M �� N , then � ` N : A), one concludes thatconuence holds for the typed terms:� `M;N : AM =� N � =) 9Q( � ` Q : AM �� QN �� QNotation 3.1 This latter property is abbreviated toCR�, where CR�� of course denotes the same propertyfor the �� case. We write S j= CR�� to denote that��-reduction is conuent in a Type System S and S 6j=CR�� to denote the negation of that.When one considers ��-reduction, this proof breaksdown on the fact that ��-reduction is not Church-Rosser on T: if A 6=�� B, then �x:A:(�y:B:y)x �!��x:A:x and �x:A:(�y:B:y)x �!� �y:B:y andthese two terms have no common reduct 3. In[Geuvers 1992] this counter-example was used in apositive way, in the form of the following lemma.2Actually, Altenkirch mainly uses a slight variation ofthis presentation of semantical systems, but which remainsquite similar. Other possible presentations include the one of[Streicher 1991] (semantical) and of [Dowek et al. 1993] (syn-tactical). In all these cases however, it remains quite easy toshow the equivalence between the di�erent syntactical (resp.semantical) presentations.3A tempting possibility is therefore to use a presentationbased on untyped abstractions (�x:t instead of �x : T:t). In[Giannini et al. 1993] the `cube of typed �-calculi' (containingthe Calculus of Constructions) is de�ned in this Curry-style.Actually such a presentationmakes some sense, but jeopardizesthe decidability of typing (see [Dowek 1993b]). It is thereforenot very useful. Furthermore, it allows terms to be typed thatshould not be typable, see [Liquori et al. 93] for an example.

Lemma 3.2 (Domain Lemma) If C[�x:A:M ] andB are in T (i.e. C is a pseudoterm with subterm�x:A:M), thenC[�x:A:M ] =�� C[�x:B:M ]Proof C[�y:B:(�x:A:M )y] �!� C[�x:B:M ] andC[�y:B:(�x:A:M )y] �!� C[�x:A:M ] where y is anyvariable not occurring free in A or M . 2We will now show that, if a PTS�� (satisfying someextra requirements) has a �xed point operator, thenconuence for �� does not hold. The proof of this factuses the Domain Lemma 3.2. Let, for the rest of thissection, S be a PTS�� that contains a speci�c sort �and furthermore axioms s0 : � and � : s1 and rules(�; �), (s1; �), (�; s0) and (s0; s0) for some sorts s0; s1.We now want to look at the situation that S has a�xed point operator.De�nition 3.3 S has a �xed point operator if thereis a closed term Fix of type ��:� :(�!�)!� such thatFixf = f(Fixf).Theorem 3.4 If S has a �xed point operator, thenS 6j= CR��.Proof Let Fix : ��: � :(�!�)!� be the �xed pointoperator in S. Let furthermore �;  and � be distinct(type) variables. (So �; ; � : s0) Now, de�neA � Fixs0(�� : s0:�!(�!�)!�) : s0;B � Fixs0(�� : s0:�!(!)!�) : s0:Then A =� A!(�!�)!� and B =� B!(!)!�.Now de�neM � �y:A:yy : A!(�!�)!�(= A);N � �y:B:yy : B!(!)!�(= B):To construct two ��-convertible terms of the sametype that have no common reduct, de�neM0 � MM (�z:�:z) : �;N0 � NN (�z::z) : �:The terms M0 and N0 only di�er in their domains(the type labels in the � abstractions), for the restthey are exactly the same. Hence M0 and N0 are��-convertible, due to the Domain Lemma 3.2. Fur-thermore, the part �z:�:z in M0 and the part �z::zin N0 are not a�ected by a possible reduction (theyremain in position), so M0 and N0 have no commonreduct. 2Remark 3.5 The above result holds also for any ex-tension of S. This means in particular, that if we addarbitrary recursive types to a polymorphic �-calculus(like Constructions, F! or even F ) we immediatelybreak CR�� 4.4The system F does not strictly respect the above con-ditions, but adding a primitive �x-point contruct over typesmakes the sort s0 superuous in the proof. More precisely,in F we have � : s1 and as rules (�;�) and (s1; �). Then for�; ; � : �, one can de�ne A � ��: � :�!(�!�)!�) : � andB � ��: � :�!(!)!�) : �, where � represents the primitive�xed point construct.



In case the system S has type dependency, itis also possible to construct typable terms Q, Q1and Q2 such that Q �!� Q1, Q �!� Q2 andQ1 and Q2 have no common reduct. Say we havethe rule (s0; s1). Take M0 and N0 as in the proofof Theorem 3.4 and let P be a variable of type�!�. Then �x:PM0:(�y:PN0:y)x : PM0!PM0and �x:PM0:(�y:PN0:y)x �!� �x:PM0:x and�x:PM0:(�y:PN0:y)x �!� �y:PN0:y.One example of a system for which Theorem 3.4applies is �� where the universe of types is itself atype. (Take both s0 and s1 to be �.) It is not knownwhether �� has a �xed point operator, hence we cannot conclude from Theorem 3.4 that conuence for�� is false. In the next section we discuss a slightextension of �� and show how to type a �xed pointoperator in it.4 Fixed point operator and the RussellparadoxOur aim is now to exhibit a �xed point combinatorin some Type Theory as \reasonable" as possible, inorder to show that the Church-Rosser property relieson normalization in the general case. A �xed pointcombinator can be used to inhabit any type, and thuscorresponds to the formalization of some mathemat-ical paradox. There are various studies of the com-putational behavior of paradoxical terms, especiallyin ��; [Meyer and Reinhold 1986] �rst thought theycould build a �xed point on the top of the proof of Gi-rard's paradox (see [Coquand 1986]), but [Howe 87]then showed that this only lead to a weaker class ofso-called looping combinators. This is a family of com-binators Y0; Y1; Y2; : : :, all of type ��: � :(�!�)!�such that Yn�f = f(Yn+1�f):The work of [Howe 87] was later extended by[Coquand and Herbelin 1992], who gave a general pro-cedure for turning a proof of inconsistency into a loop-ing combinator. So far nobody has succeeded in ex-hibiting a real �xed point operator.We now continue by pointing out that Russell'sparadox, because of its \ip-op" structure, is a goodcandidate for a formalization of a �xed point opera-tor. At the end of this section we shall give anothercriterion for the existence of a �xed point combinator,which is the existence of an enumerator.De�nition 4.1 Let S be a pure type system that con-tains a speci�c sort � (the sort of propositions) andfurthermore an axiom � : s1 and rules (�; �), (s1; �)and (s1; s1) for some sort s1 (the sort of domains).1. A representation of the Russell paradox in S consistsof a triple (V; �; comp) such that` V : s1;` � : V!V!�;` comp : (V!�)!V;such that the type�P :V!� :�x:V:Px$�x(compP )

is inhabited in the empty context.2. A strong representation of the Russell paradox inS consists of a tuple (V; �; comp; F;G) such that(V; �; comp) is a representation of the Russell paradoxin S andP :V!�; x:V ` F : �x(compP )!Px;P :V!�; x:V ` G : Px!�x(compP );such that F (Gz) = z for arbitrary z:So F and G together establish the proof of �P :V!�:�x:V:Px$�x(compP ).In this de�nition and also in the rest of this paperwe freely use the logical connectives$ and & betweentypes. They are formally de�ned by letting A & B ���:� :(A!B!�)!�, A$B � (A!B) & (B!A). Itis well-known that the logical rules for the connectivescan be obtained from these de�nitions.In all the following, let � be a variable of type �; wewrite �: T for T ! �. The intuition is that, to showinconsistency, it su�ces to construct a term of type �in the context � : �. This is done by `proving' both Tand �: T for some type T . Furthermore, to construct a�xed point combinator it su�ces to construct a termM of type � in the context � : �; f : �!� with theproperty that M = fM .The following lemma motivates De�nition 4.1:Lemma 4.2 If (V; �; comp) is a representation of theRussell paradox in S, then there is a closed term R oftype V in S for which both �: (�RR) and �:�: (�RR)hold (in the context � : �.)Proof Let (V; �; comp) be a representation of the Rus-sell paradox in S. So,�P :V!�:�x:V:Px$�x(compP )is inhabited. De�ne Russell's paradoxical \set" (theset of all elements that do not contain themself as anelement) as:R � comp(�x:V: �: (�xx)) : V:Then �RR � �R(comp(�x:V: �: (�xx))), which implies(�x:V: �: (�xx))R, which is equal to �: (�RR). Hence,�RR implies �: (�RR), and so �: (�RR) holds. Now,�: (�RR) is equal to (�x:V: �: (�xx))R, which implies�RR, so �:�: (�RR) holds. 2The Lemma immediately implies that a system thathas a representation of the Russell paradox is incon-sistent. It is interesting to see what a term M with� : � ` M : � would look like in that case. Lettherefore (V; �; comp) be a representation of the Rus-sell paradox in S with the terms F and G such thatP :V!�; x:V ` F : �x(compP )!Px;P :V!�; x:V ` G : Px!�x(compP ):



To keep our terms short we de�ne F0 and G0 byF0 � F [�x:V: �: (�xx)=P;R=x] : (�RR)! �: (�RR);G0 � G[�x:V: �: (�xx)=P;R=x] :�: (�RR)!(�RR):Then terms of type �: (�RR) and �:�: (�RR) are� : � ` �p:�RR:F0pp :�: (�RR);� : � ` �q: �: (�RR):q(G0q) :�:�: (�RR):So, a term of type � is� : � ` (�q: �: (�RR):q(G0q))(�p:�RR:F0pp) : �:A term of type ? is now constructed by abstractingover �.So, we see that if we have a representation of theRussell paradox in S, then a term of type ? can beconstructed that is quite close to 
. To really be ableto type 
 (that is, �nd types A and B such that(�x:A:xx)(�x:B:xx) is typable in S) we need somespeci�c requirements from the representation of theRussell paradox. It su�ces that the triple (V; �; comp)can be chosen in such a way that �x(compP ) = Px forarbitrary x and P . (Then �: (�RR) = �RR and for theterms F and G above one can just take the identityand so F0 = G0 = Id�RR.) It is possible to do withless than �x(compP ) = Px to get a typing for 
. Infact it su�ces to have a strong representation of theRussel paradox.Proposition 4.3 If there is a strong representationof the Russell paradox in S, then there is a �xed pointoperator in S. (That is, a closed term Fix of type��: � :(�!�)!� such that Fix�f = f(Fix�f).)Proof Let the tuple (V; �; comp; F;G) be a strong rep-resentation of the Russell paradox in S. Let � be avariable of type � and f a variable of type �!�. De-�ne R, F0 and G0 as above, soR � comp(�x:V:(�xx)!�);F0 � F [�x:V: �: (�xx)=P;R=x];G0 � G[�x:V: �: (�xx)=P;R=x]:Then F0 � G0 = Id�:�RR and de�ne!F � �p:�RR:f(F0pp) :�: �RR;!G � �q: �: �RR:f(q(G0q)) :�:�: �RR:Hence !G!F : � and!G!F �� f(!F (G0!F ))�� f(f(F0(G0!F )(G0!F )))= f(f(!F (G0!F ))); (using F0 � G0 = Id)= f(!G!F ):

So, the term Fix � ��: � :�f :�!�:!G!Fis a �xed point operator. 2Obviously, every inconsistent Pure Type System Shas a representation of the Russell paradox. (Pro-vided that S contains a sort of propositions �, anaxiom � : s1 and rules (�; �), (s1; �) and (s1; s1) forsome sort s1.) This is the case because, due to in-consistency, for any triple (V; �; comp) with ` V : s1,` � : V!V!�, ` comp : (V!�)!V , the type�P :V! � :�x:V:Px$�x(compP ) is inhabited in theempty context: just apply the term of the type ?(� ��:�:�) to �P :V!�:�x:V:Px$�x(compP ). Notethat this will never generate a strong representationof the Russel paradox, because the term of type ? hasno head-normal form.It is not known whether there are Pure Type Sys-tems that have a strong representation of the Russellparadox. There is however a slight extension of thePure Type System �� in which there is a strong rep-resentation of the Russell paradox, and hence a �xedpoint operator. This extension will be discussed in thenext section. The system �� has another nice prop-erty, which is that the existence of a �xed point op-erator is equivalent to the existence of a strong repre-sentation of the Russell paradox:Proposition 4.4 The PTS ��, or any of its exten-sions, has a strong representation of the Russell para-dox i� it has a �xed point combinator.Proof The implication from left to right holds byProposition 4.3. For the implication from right toleft, let Fix : ��:(�!�)!� be a �xed point operatorin ��. De�ne V � Fix(��: � :�!�), so V = V!�.Now we can take � � �xy:V:yx : V!V!� andcomp � IdV : V!V!�. This yields a strong rep-resentation of the Russell paradox, becauseP :V!�; x:V ` IdPx : Px!�x(compP );P :V!�; x:V ` Id�x(compP ) : �x(compP )!Px: 25 A type system that does have aFixed point operatorIn this section, let S be a PTS that contains a sort�, an axiom � : s1 and rules (�; �), (s1; �), (s1; s1)and (�; s1) for some sort s1. So, in addition to what isrequired in De�nition 4.1, S must have the rule (�; s1).This rule introduces type dependency into the system:If A : � then we can have P : A!� and hence Pt : �for t : A, so the type Pt depends on a term t (notethat, for example, the Calculus of Constructions and�� satisfy these requirements). We extend S by thefollowing constants and typing rules:eq= : �A:�:A!A!�re : �A:�:�x:A:x eq=A xelim : �A:�:�x; y :A:�P :A!� :Px!(x eq=A y)!PyK : �A:�:�x:A:�P :(x eq=A x)!� :P (reAx)!�q :x eq=A x:Pq



where (as in the following), x eq=A y is in�x notation for(eq= A x y) and reA, elimA and KA stand respectivelyfor re A, elim A and K A. Furthermore, we extendthe conversion relation by:elimAxyPq(reAz) �!= qKAxPq(reBy) �!K qAn important remark is that all the rules and re-duction not involving K can be obtained by using theusual Leibniz equality, i.e. de�ningx eq=A y � �P : A!� :Px!Py:It is not very di�cult to show that Leibniz equal-ity is an equivalence relation and furthermore that iftwo terms are convertible, then they are Leibniz-equal.The proof of the fact that each term is equal to itselfis reA � �x:A:�P :A!� :�q:Px:qTwo terms are Leibniz-equal if the same `properties'hold for them, viewing a property of terms of type Aas a function of type A!�. This is formally expressedby the equality elimination rule. (The term re is theequality introduction rule.)elimA � �x; y:A:�P :A!� :�z:Px:�q:(x eq=A y):qPz: �x; y:A:�P :A!� :Px!(x eq=A y)!Py:We also have elimAxxPq(reAx)�� q.If two terms are Leibniz-equal, they need not beconvertible. (The reverse is obviously the case.) So, ifthe types A and B (of type �) are Leibniz-equal, theyneed not have the same inhabitants. This can be seenas a drawback, but it is the price one has to pay forthe typing to be decidable.The addition of the K axiom has been suggestedby [Streicher 1993]. This axiom has been proven tobe extremely useful in practice and now appears asa natural extension to theories like the Calculus ofConstructions. It is in particular necessary for dealingwith equality over family of types. This is because in asystem with K-axiom, it can be shown that all equalityproofs are equal:Lemma 5.1 In a type system that includes K, thetype �x; y:A:�p; q:(x eq=A y):p eq=xeq=Ay qis inhabited.Proof A term of this type can be constructed by �rstconstructing a term M (using K) such thatA:�; x:A ` �p; q:(x eq=A x):p eq=xeq=Ax q:Then de�ne R : A!� byR � �y:A:�p; q:(x eq=A y):p eq=xeq=Ay q:

There is a term of type Rx in the context A:�; x:A,hence we can construct a term N such thatA:�; x:A; r : x eq=A y ` N : RyBut then there is a term of type�x; y:A:�p; q:(x eq=A y):p eq=xeq=Ay q 2The consequence of K mentioned in the Lemma canalso be frased in the following way. If P is a polymor-phic predicate on equality proofs, then this predicateholds for all equality proofs i� P holds for re. Moreprecisely, there is a term of type�P :(�x; y:A:(x eq=A y)!�):(�x:A:Pxx(reAx))!(�x; y:A:�q:(x eq=A y):Pxyq):What is essential to point out, is that this ex-tension with K does not jeopardize the previousmetatheoretical results; in particular it preserves theChurch-Rosser property in the case of normalizing sys-tems (Theorem 2.7) and it preserves subject-reduction(Lemma 2.6) (all the proofs of [Geuvers 1993] gothrough). Therefore, the system � � +K is a goodcandidate for illustrating the fact that Church-Rossermight not hold, for a, \at �rst sight" interesting TypeTheory 5.Proposition 5.2 In � � +K, there is a strong repre-sentation of the Russell paradox; hence ��+K 6j= CR��Proof Let eq= be the equality for which we have theK-axiom. Now, de�ne V , � and comp as follows.V � ��: � :�!� (: �);� � �x; y:V:yV x (: V!V!�);comp � �P :V!� :��: � :�x:�:�q:V eq=� �:elim�V �(��:�!�)Pqx (: (V!�)!V ):For comp, note that, if q : V eq=� � and Q : �!�,then any inhabitant of QV can be transformed intoan inhabitant of Q�. (This is done by applyingelim�V �Qq to the inhabitant of QV .) So, if we takeQ � ��:�:�!�, then the term P of type QV (� V!�)can be transformed into a term of type Q� (� �!�).The latter term is then applied to x.Now, the terms F and G are constructed as follows.Let P :V!�; x:V . Then�x(compP ) = compPV x= �q:V eq=� V:elim�V V (��: � :�!�)qPx;5There exist other formalizations of Russell's paradox; inparticular, T. Streicher had independently developed one in� � +K. They seem however more complicated and, to ourknowledge, do not lead to a �xed point operator. Another re-mark is that this �xed-point construction can also be done inthe Calculus of Constructions with strong sums [Coquand 1986]extended with K.



so for z : �x(compP ), we have that z(re�V ) :elim�V V (��: � :�!�)(re�V )Px = Px. Now takeF � �z:�x(compP ):z(re�V ) and G ��z:Px:K�V (�q:V eq=� V:elim�V V (��: � :�!�)Px)z:Then indeed, P :V!�; x:V ` F : �x(compP )!Px andP :V!�; x:V ` G : Px!�x(compP ). Also F (Gz) ��K�V (�q:V eq=� V:q(��: � :�!�)Px)z(re�V )�!K z; for arbitrary z. 2Another way to describe this fact is to say that thesyntactical and semantical versions of � �+K are notequivalent or that � �+K is not sound.To end this section we want to describe anothercriterion for the existence of a �xed point combina-tor. The construction we give here is largely due to[van Draanen 1994], who described it in the frame-work of the simply typed lambda calculus. In a nut-shell the result says that, if there is an emuerator inthe system S, then there is a �xed point opertor inthe system S.To describe what it means to have an enumeratorin S, we assume that we have a coding of all the closedterms as natural numbers #. So, ifM is a closed termin S, then #M 2 IN: Furthermore we assume that wehave a �xed closed type N : �, the type of numerals,and for n 2 IN we let pnq be the representation of thenumber n as a (closed) term of type N . (So, for exam-ple in ��, one could have N � ��: � :�!(�!�)!�and pnq � ��: � :�x:�:�f :�!�:fn(x), the polymor-phic Church numerals.)De�nition 5.3 An enumerator in S is a family ofcombinators E�, for every closed type �, such thatE� : N!�;E�p#Mq = M; for all closed terms M of type �:(The equality is the conversion of the system.)Lemma 5.4 ([van Draanen 1994]) If there is a(family of) enumerators, then there is a family of�xed point combinators. That is, for every closedtype � there is a term Y� : (�!�)!� such thatY�f = f(Y�f):Proof TakeA� :� �n:N:�f :�!�:f(E�nnf);where � :� N!(�!�)!� and E� is the enumeratorfor the type � . TakeY� :� A�p#A�q:Then Y�f = f(E�p#A�qp#A�qf)= f(A�p#A�qf)= f(Y�f): 2So, the �xed point combinator Y� is a close rel-ative to the Turing Fixed point combinator � �(�xy:y(xxy))(�xy:y(xxy)). Now in �� we have thefollowing.

Lemma 5.5 If there is a �xed point combinator forthe type ��:� :(�!�)!�, then there is a polymorphic�xed point combinator Y : ��: � :(�!�)!�.Proof Write � for the type ��: � :(�!�)!� and letY� : (�!�)!� be the �xed point combinator for �.Take G � �g:�:��: � :�f :�!�:f(g�f):Then G : �!� and G has a �xed point Y�G, for whichwe have Y�G�f = G(Y�G)�f = f(Y�G�f);so Y�G is a polymorphic �xed point combinator. 2Corollary 5.6 If �� has enumerators, then it has apolymorphic �xed point operator.In fact, it su�ces to have an enumerator for thetype N!(�!�)!�, where � is the type of the poly-morphic �xed point operator.It is obvious that a type of numeralsN and a coding# exist, but it is not clear how the typable terms E�should be constructed.6 Discussion and conclusionWe have motivated the importance of the Church-Rosser property for typed �-calculi and related it tothe existence of a �xed point combinator. By con-structing such a �xed point in a relatively naturalextension of ��, we have shown that Church-Rossermight actually be false for non-normalizing systems.Therefore, a direct conuence proof for PTSs�� seemsmuch less likely to exist, and, what is more impor-tant, would not be extremely useful, as we now knowit could not apply for more general systems includingextensions like a reasonable equality. The main practi-cal conclusion seems to be that a clear trade-o� has tobe made between the power of the studied Type Sys-tem, its implementability, and the tediousness of thenormalization proof. For example, by working witha semantical version of the Calculus of Constructions,Altenkirch is able to achieve an extremely elegant nor-malization and consistency proof; but he cannot showthat his system is equivalent to the implementablesyntactical version without dropping �-conversion be-cause he lacks the necessary Church-Rosser proof. Onthe other hand, it is possible to do all the metathe-ory for the syntactical version, but having to dealwith untyped conversions complicates some parts ofthe proof [Werner 1994].ReferencesmkbothReferencesReferences[Altenkirch 1993] T. Altenkirch, Constructions, InductiveTypes and Strong Normalization, Ph.D. thesis,University of Edinburgh, 1993.[Barendregt 1984] H.P. Barendregt, The lambda calculus:its syntax and semantics, revised edition. Studies inLogic and the Foundations of Mathematics, NorthHolland.
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